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Asymmetric Dark Matter: A pandora box for Dark Matter phenomenology

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is taking experiments into a new energy domain 
beyond the Standard Model of strong and electroweak interactions. As the LHC unveils the
mysteries of the electroweak symmetry breaking, this also has implications for cosmology, 
in particular regarding the two fundamental questions of the nature of the  dark matter and the 
origin of the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe. In addition to the new data  pouring 
out from the LHC, the next decade will bring a host of cosmological and astrophysical data, 
from large scale structure surveys, analyses of Cosmological Microwave Background, 
cosmic ray measurements and direct search for dark matter with underground detectors. 
This will not only bring very important new precision data on the cosmological model of 
the universe but also will improve constraints on the WIMP dark matter paradigm, especially 
hrough a whole array of complementary experiments searching for WIMPS, via direct and 
indirect detection techniques. 

It is the time to make the most of these constraints and investigate which classes of theories are 
being preferred. In this project we will especially be interested in models of asymmetric dark 
matter. Matter in the visible sector is asymmetric. It is natural to consider the possibility that 
there is also an asymmetry in the dark sector, and even more tempting, that the two asymmetries 
could be related. This intriguing  and rich possibility is presently a hot topic in dark Matter 
physics. Depending on the inclinations of the candidate, the direction of research can be either 
more theoretically or phenomenologically oriented.

G. Servant will move to DESY in summer 2015. Research topics in the particle Theory group at 
DESY (http://theory-hamburg.desy.de/) include collider phenomenology,  Higgs and Top quark 
physics, dynamics of the electroweak phase transition, early universe cosmology, baryogenesis, 
grand unified theories, dark matter, physics of axions and more formal aspects of quantum field 
theory.
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